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The same pattern is apparent when we analyze expectations of future profit margins. 
Not only do serious AI adopters with proactive strategies report current profit margins 
that are three to 15 percentage points higher than the industry average in most sectors, 
but they also expect this advantage to grow in the future, when they could expect their AI 
investment to mature and start paying substantial dividends. In the next three years, these 
AI leaders expect their margins to increase by up to five percentage points more than the 
industry average. 

How can AI tangibly provide new sources of value for businesses and institutions? We 
have looked at use cases across selected sectors to understand how AI could impact 
organizations and their value chains. 

Exhibit 5

AI adopters with a proactive strategy have significantly higher profit margins

SOURCE: McKinsey Global Institute AI adoption and use survey; McKinsey Global Institute analysis 

1 Firms that are big data and cloud services users and report their strategic posture toward AI to be: “Disrupting our industry using AI technology is at the core 

of our strategy,” “We have changed our longer-term corporate strategy to address the AI threat or opportunity disruption,” or “We have developed a 

coordinated plan to respond to the AI threat or opportunity but have not changed our longer-term corporate strategy.”

2 Operating profit margin for selected sectors as a share of turnover, for continuing operations and before exceptional items.
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AI adopters with a proactive strategy have significantly higher profit margins

Source: McKinsey Global Institute, Artificial intelligence: The next digital frontier?
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Boosting AI Take Up in Process Industry:
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Sources: http://www.mynewsdesk.com/se/malarenergi/images/kraftvaermeverket-533140 https://www.flickr.com/photos/fsphil/17516251194
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